Fiction
Abe, Kobo – Beasts Head for Home
Assadi, Hannah Lillith - Sonora
Baker, Angelica – Our Little Racket
Baldwin, Rosecrans – The Last Kid Left
Barton, Fiona – The Child
Basu, Diksha – The Windfall
Beck, Haylen – Here and Gone
Bell, Madison Smartt – Behind the Moon
Bell, Shelly – At His Mercy: Forbidden Lovers #1
Benton, Janet – Lilli De Jong
Berman, Mandy - Perennials
Billingham, Mark – Love Like Blood: Tom Thorne #14
Bjork, Samuel – The Owl Always Hunts at Night: Munch & Kruger #2
Boling, Dave – The Lost History of Stars
Bollen, Christopher – The Destroyers
Browning, Barbara – The Gift
Cantor, Jillian – The Lost Letter
Chaffee, Jessie – Florence in Ecstasy
Cohen, Julie – After the Fall
Craig, Charmaine – Miss Burma
Creech, Sarah – The Whole Way Home
Cullinan, Thomas – The Beguiled
Cunningham, Peter - The Trout
Cussler, Clive – Nighthawk: Numa Files #14
Dacey, Patrick – The Outer Cape
Dawson, Jill – The Crime Writer
Dionne, Karen – The Marsh King’s Daughter
Eastland, Sam – Berlin Red: Insp. Pekkala #7
Eisenstadt, Jill - Swell
Ellsworth, Loretta – Stars Over Clear Lake
Elsberg, Marc - Blackout
Elton, Charles – The Songs
Emmich, Val – The Reminders
Ephron, Hallie – You’ll Never Know, Dear
Evanovich, Janet – Dangerous Minds: Knight and Moon #2
Everett, Percival – So Much Blue
Fallon, Siobhan – The Confusion of Languages
Fenton, Liz – The Good Widow
Fierro, Julia – The Gypsy Moth Summer
Finder, Joseph – The Switch
Flynn, Kathleen A. – The Jane Austen Project
Gardiner, Meg - Unsub
George, Nina – The Little French Bistro
Ginder, Grant – The People We Hate at the Wedding
Glass, Julia – A House Among the Trees
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Godwin, Gail – Grief Cottage
Goodman, Allegra – The Chalk Artist
Gowdy, Barbara – Little Sister
Graham, Heather – Dying Breath: Krewe of Hunters #23
Green, Jane – The Sunshine Sisters
Gregory, Daryl - Spoonbenders
Grisham, John – Camino Island
Gudenauf, Heather – Not a Sound
Habash, Gabe – Stephen Florida
Hamilton, Omar Robert – The City Always Wins
Han, Jimin – A Small Revolution
Harding, Robyn – The Party
Harper, Jordan – She Rides Shotgun
Harrigan, Haley – Secrets of Southern Girls
Harrigan, Colin – You Belong to Me
Harrigan, Jamie – The Widow Nash
Healy, Sarah – The Sisters Chase
Heaney, Katie – Public Relations
Heat-Moon, William Least – Celestial Mechanics
Heathcote, Elizabeth - Undertow
Heiney, Katherine – Standard Deviation
Ibrahim, Abubaker Adam – Season of Crimson Blossoms
Jackson, Lisa – You Will Pay
Jaswal, Balli Kaur – Erotic Stories for Punjabi Widows
Kadish, Rachel – The Weight of Ink
Kahn, Michael A. – Played!
Kanon, Joseph - Defectors
Kawakami, Hiromi – The Nakano Thrift Shop
Kietzman, Susan – Every Other Wednesday
Kelly, Erin – He Said/She Said
Khalifa, Mustafa – The Shell: Memoirs of a Hidden Observer
King, Laurie R. - Lockdown
Kitses, Jennifer – Small Hours
Konig, Orly – The Distance Home
Koontz, Dean – The Silent Corner: Jane Hawk #1
Kubica, Mary – Every Last Lie
Kwan, Kevin – Rich People Problems
Laird, Nick – Modern Gods
LaValle, Victor – The Changeling
Lee, Don – Lonesome Lies Before Us
Lender, Stacey – City Mouse
Lennon, J. Robert – Broken River
Lester, Jem – Shtum
Libaire, Jardine – White Fur
Lim, Eugene – Dear Cyborgs
Linden, Rachel – Ascension of Larks
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Lock, Norman – *A Fugitive in Walden Woods*
Lustbader, Eric Van – *Robert Ludlum’s The Bourne Initiative: Jason Bourne #14*
Maazel, Fiona – *A Little More Human*
Mabanckou, Alain – *Black Moses*
Maine, Sarah – *Beyond the Wild River*
Mansell, Jill - *Solo*
Martin, Man – *The Lemon Jell-O Syndrome*
Maum, Courtney - *Touch*
Mazza, Michael – *That Crazy Perfect Someday*
McDermott, Ted – *The Minor Outsider*
McHale, Celeste Fletcher – *The Sweet Smell of Magnolias and Memories*
McLean, Patrick – *The Soak*
Meloy, Maile - *Do Not Become Alarmed*
Miller, Kel - *Augustown*
Mills, Mark – *Where Dead Men Meet*
Mizumura, Minae – *Inheritance from Mother*
Monninger, J.P. – *The Map That Leads to You*
North, Claire – *The End of the Day*
Novak, JoAnna – *I Must Have You*
Patterson, James – *Murder Games*
Perry, Sarah – *The Essex Serpent*
Ramadan, Ahmad Danny – *The Clothesline Swing*
Read, Warren – *Ash Falls*
Redel, Victoria – *Before Everything*
Reid, Taylor Jenkins – *The Seven Husbands of Evelyn Hugo*
Rieger, Susan – *The Heirs*
Robards, Karen – *The Ultimatum: The Guardian #1*
Roberts, Nora – *Come Sundown*
Robertson, L.F. – *Two Lost Boys*
Robson, Jennifer – *Goodnight from London*
Roby, Kimberla Lawson – *Sin of a Woman: Curtis Black #14*
Roy, Arundhati – *The Ministry of Utmost Happiness*
Sardar, Glen – *You Were Here*
Scego, Iglaba - *Adua*
Segal, Francesca – *The Awkward Age*
Shaara, Jeff – *Frozen Hours: Novel of the Korean War*
Singer, Judy Reene – *In the Shadow of Alabama*
Solwitz, Sharon – *Once, in Lourdes*
Sorell, Gina – *Mothers and Other Strangers*
Spufford, Francis – *Golden Hill: A Novel of Old New York*
Stembridge, Gerard – *What She Saw*
Stern, Abby – *According to a Source*
Taylor, Ann Kid – *The Shark Club*
Trigiani, Adriana – *Kiss Carlo*
Tunnicliffe, Hannah – *A French Wedding*
Turow, Scott - *Testimony*
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Umrigar, Thrity – Everybody’s Son
Valente, Catherynne M. – The Refrigerator Monologues
Vigan, Delphine de – Based on a True Story
Wallace, Daniel – Extraordinary Adventures
Wang, Welke – Chemistry
Warah, Holly S. – Where Jasmine Blooms
Wasserberg, Eleanor - Foxlowe
Waxman, Abbi – The Garden of Small Beginnings
Webb, Wendy – The End of Temperance Dare
Williams, Beatriz – Cocoa Beach
Wingate, Lisa – Before We Were Yours
Winslow, Don – The Force
Womack, Gwendolyn – The Fortune Teller
Woods, Stuart – Indecent Exposure: Stone Barrington #42
Youers, Rio – The Forgotten Girl
Young, Melissa Scholes - Flood

Mystery
Adams, Jane A. – Death Scene: Henry Johnstone #2
Atherton, Nancy – Aunt Dimity and the Widow’s Curse #22
Barrett, Lorna – A Just Clause: Booktown #11
Black, Benjamin – Wolf on a String
Black, Cara - Murder in Saint-Germain: Aimee Leduc #17
Bouman, Tom – Fateful Mornings: Henry Farrell #2
Bourland, Barbara – I’ll Eat When I’m Dead
Brown, Rita Mae – A Hiss Before Dying: Mrs. Murphy #25
Chance, Maia – Bad Housekeeping: Agnes & Effie #1
Delaney, Kathleen – Blood Red, White and Blue: Mary McGill #3
Doiron, Paul – Knife Creek: Mike Bowditch #8
Gardner, Danny – A Negro and an Ofay: Tales of Elliot Caprice #1
Goldberg, Leonard – The Daughter of Sherlock Holmes
Griffiths, Elly – The Chalk Pit: Ruth Galloway #9
Harris, Tessa – The Sixth Victim: Constance Piper #1
Hill, Bonnie Hearn – I Wish You Missed Me: Kit Doyle #3
Holt, Anne - Odd Numbers: Hanne Wilhelmsen #9
Horowitz, Anthony – Magpie Murders
Housewright, David – What the Dead Leave Behind: Twin Cities P.I. Mac McKenzie #14
Kies, Thomas – Random Road: Geneva Chase #1
Lepionka, Kristen – The Last Place You Look
Maron, Margaret – Take Out: Sigrid Harald #9
Mina, Denise – The Long Drop
Penden, Peggy O’Neal – Your Killin’ Heart: Nashville #1
Persson, Leif GW – The Dying Detective
Pronzini, Bill – Endgame: Nameless Detective #43
Quinn, Spencer – The Right Side
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Runcie, James – Sidney Chambers and the Persistence of Love: Grantchester #6
Sefton, Maggie – Only Skein Deep
Shaw, William – The Birdwatcher
Shea, Susan C. – Love & Death in Burgundy
Sullivan, Matthew – Midnight at the Bright Ideas Bookstore
Westlake, Donald E. – Forever and a Death

Science Fiction
Campbell, Jack – Vanguard: Genesis Fleet #1
Carey, M.R. – The Boy on the Bridge
Corlett, Anne – The Space Between the Stars
Drayden, Nicky – The Prey of Gods
Higgins, C.A. – Radiate
Khan, Katie – Hold Back the Stars
Kiernan, Caitlin R. – Agents of Dreamland
Lee, Yoon Ha – Raven Stratagem: Machineries of Empire #2
Merritt, Tom – Pilot X
Scalzi, John – The Dispatcher
Schenck, Bradley W. – Slaves of the Switchboard of Doom
Wells, Alex – Hunger Makes the Wolf

Fantasy
Bates, Callie – The Waking Land
Belcher, R.S. – The Queen of Swords: Golgotha #3
Britain, Kristen – Firebrand: Green Rider #6
Brooks, Terry – The Black Elfstone: The Fall of Shannara #1
Carr, Viola – The Dastardly Miss Lizzie: Electric Empire #3
Jordan, Neil – Carnivalesque
Khaw, Cassandra – Food of the Gods: Rupert Wong
McClellan, Brian – Sins of Empire: Gods of Blood and Powder #1
McGuire, Seanan – Down Among the Sticks and Bones: Wayward Children #2
Morden, Simon – Down Station: Down #1
Mueller, Chelsea – Borrowed Souls: Soul Charmer Novel
Oblivion, King – Supreme Villainy: Behind-The –Scenes Look at the Most (In)Famous Supervillain Memoir Never Published
Staveley, Brian – Skullsworn: Chronicle of the Unhewn Throne #2
Steiger, Isabelle – The Empire’s Ghost
Stephenson, Neal – The Rise and Fall of D.O.D.O.
Williams, Tad – The Heart of What Was Lost: Osten Ard #1
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**Graphic Novel**
*Amazing Spider-Man Epic Collection: Kraven’s Last Hunt*
Bagieu, Penelope – *California Dreamin’: Cass Elliot Before the Mamas & the Papas*
Bell, Gabrielle – *Everything Is Flammable*
Claremont, Chris – *Deadly Hands of Kung Fu Omnibus, Vol. 2*
Delisle, Guy - *Hostage*
Drake, Arnold – *Doom Patrol*
Fior, Manuele – *The Interview*
Grolleau, Fabien – *Audubon, on the Wings of the World*
Lee, Stan – *Monsters Volume 1: Marvel Monsterbus*
Lemire, Jeff - *Roughneck*
Mignola, Mike – *Hellboy: Into the Silent Sea*
Mignola, Mike – *Rise of the Black Flame*
Moss, Marissa – *Last Things: Memoir of Loss and Love*
Tagame, Gengoroh – *My Brother’s Husband, Vol. 1*
Tamaki, Jillian - *Boundless*

**Romance**
Alexander, Victoria – *The Lady Travelers Guide to Scoundrels and Other Gentlemen*
Beverley, Jo – *Merely a Marriage: Berkley Sensation*
Bliss, Alison – *On the Plus Side: Perfect Fit #2*
Gracie, Anne – *Marry in Haste: Marriage of Convenience #1*
Gahrke, Laura Lee – *The Truth about Love and Dukes*
Hegger, Sarah – *Positively Pippa: Ghost Falls #1*
Helm, Nicole – *Need You Now: Mile High Romance #1*
Hunter, Madeline – *The Most Dangerous Duke in London: Decadent Dukes #1*
James, Julie – *The Thing about Love*
Kilpack, Josi S. – *The Vicar’s Daughter*
Lauren, Christina – *Dating You / Hating You*
Lyons, Juliet – *Dating the Undead: Undead Dating Service #1*
MacGregor, Janna – *The Bad Luck Bride: Cavensham Heiresse #1*
Mallery, Susan – *Someone Like You*
Martin, Kat – *Beyond Reason: Texas Trilogy #1*
McKinlay, Jenn – *About a Dog: Bluff Point Romance #1*
Moore, Laura – *Making Waves*
Pope, Jamie – *Hope Blooms: Hope & Love #1*
Putney, Mary Jo – *Once a Rebel: Rogues Redeemed #2*
Quinn, Julia – *The Girl with the Make-Believe Husband: Rokesbys #2*
Riley, Lia – *It Happened on Love Street: Everland, Georgia #1*
Sloan, Harper – *Lost Rider: Coming Home #1*
Thayne, RaeAnne – *Serenity Harbor: Haven Point #6*
Tucker, K.A. – *Until It Fades*
Woods, Janet – *Whispers in the Wind*
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**Horror**
Davidson, Andy – *In the Valley of the Sun*
DeMonaco, James - *Feral*
Kehlmann, Daniel – *You Should Have Left*
Lotz, Sarah – *The White Road*
Malerman, Josh – *Black Mad Wheel*
Pyper, Andrew – *The Only Child*

**Inspirational**
Everson, Eva Marie – *The One True Love of Alice-Ann*
Hedlund, Jody – *With You Always: Orphan Train #1*

**Alternative Lifestyle**
Miaojin, Qiu – *Notes of a Crocodile*
Mootoo, Shani – *Moving Forward Sideways Like a Crab*
Purnell, Brontez – *Since I Laid My Burden Down*
Sindu, S.J. – *Marriage of a Thousand Lies*
Scully, Chris – *Back to You*

**Short Stories**
Beckstrand, Jennifer – *Amish Brides*
Child, Lee - *Matchup*
MacLeod, Alison – *All the Beloved Ghosts*
Oates, Carol Joyce – *DIS MEM BER*
Upadhyay, Samrat – *Mad Country*

**Large Print Fiction**
Anderson, Catherine - *Mulberry Moon: Mystic Creek #3*
Bell, Darcey - *A Simple Favor*
Child, Lee – *MatchUp: Short Stories*
Cussler, Clive - *Nighthawk : NUMA Files: Kurt Austin #14*
Foster, Lori - *Under Pressure: Body Armor #1*
Godwin, Gail - *Grief Cottage*
Gudenauf, Heather - *Not a Sound*
Holm, Chris F. - *Red Right Hand: Michael Hendricks #2*
Kingsbury, Karen - *Love Story: The Baxter Family*
Kitamura, Katie - *A Separation*
Kostova, Elizabeth - *The Shadow Land*
Lee, Tosca - *The Progeny*
London, Julia - *Sinful Scottish Laird: Highland Grooms #2*
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Meyers, Randy Susan - *The Widow of Wall Street*
Oakley, Colleen - *Close Enough to Touch*
Patterson, James – *Murder Games*
Roberts, Nora - *Come Sundown*
Sokol, Kelly - *The Unprotected*
Strout, Elizabeth - *Anything is Possible: Short Stories*
Tóibín, Colm - *House of Names*
Woods, Stuart - *Indecent Exposure: Stone Barrington #42*

**Large Print Mystery**
Atherton, Nancy - *Aunt Dimity and the Widow's Curse: Aunt Dimity #22*
Black, Benjamin - *Wolf on a String*
Brown, Rita Mae - *A Hiss Before Dying: Mrs. Murphy #25*
Gerber, Daryl Wood - *Grilling the Subject: Cookbook Nook #5*
James, Miranda - *Digging Up the Dirt: Southern Ladies #3*
Ryan, Sofie - *Telling Tails: Second Chance Cat #4*

**Large Print Biography and Non-Fiction**
Anderson, Gillian - *We: a Manifesto for Women Everywhere*